
DuoFLEX®
 
MRI Coil Suite 

VALUE FOR ADMINISTRATORS
The DuoFLEX® MRI Coil Suite contours to your patient and your budget, 
offering flexibility without compromise. The suite includes two 
10cm and two 24cm coils which provide versatility for the technician 
and comfort for the patient. The DuoFLEX design helps deliver 
high-resolution imaging, even on old scanners, that radiologists 
can depend on to make accurate diagnoses.  

IMPROVE YOUR BOTTOM LINE
Replace multiple costly coils with one DuoFLEX® MRI Coil Suite. DuoFLEX®  
extends the life of your MRI equipment, increases productivity, and delivers  
a quantifiable ROI. You will measurably – and cost effectively – improve 
efficiency and the standard of care for your patients. Streamlining workflow 
shortens time between scans, giving your team the opportunity to add 
more studies every month; thereby helping to turn your cost center into  
a profit center.

Benefits:

•   Extend the life of your capital hardware by replacing old coils at an  
affordable cost and deferring large capital expenditures 

•   Increase efficiency and throughput by reducing exam preparation time, 
leaving DuoFLEX in place for multiple, sequential studies

•   Accommodate your budget with flexible payment and rental options

ACQUISITION FLEXIBILITY
Budget - Capital Hardware Purchase 
When your needs match your budget cycle, purchase DuoFLEX® MRI Coil 
Suite as capital hardware.

36-month Installment Program 
You’ve got budget approval but want to allocate payments over a 36-month, 
low-interest purchase plan; financed directly with MR Instruments.

Rental Program 
The DuoFLEX® rental program offers an immediate implementation solution 
without time or financial commitment. If you like the product, you can apply 
twelve months of rental payments toward a capital purchase.
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“ Since implementing  

DuoFLEX® MRI Coil Suite  

we are performing  

approximately 10 additional  

studies per month. Our  

market’s specialty practices  

that own their own MRI  

scanners are viewing us  

as a compliment to their  

services now that we are  

showing them our  

capabilities with the  

DuoFLEX.”
 
  -  Kevin Oliver 

Director of MRI 

Request a demo today 

to learn how  

DuoFLEX pays for itself  

in one year!


